DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

Radio equipment category: 10 Gbps E-band fixed Point-to-Point digital radio link
Model name: PPC-10G-E

Company name: ELVA-1 MICROWAVE HANDELSBOLAG
Address: Ringvägen 100e 9tr, 11860 Stockholm, Sweden
We changed address in 2019. The old address was the following: c/o Hörlund, Kungsgatan 54 244 62, Furulund, Sweden

Hereby declares that the DoC is issued by abovementioned manufacturer under the sole responsibility and belongs to PPC-10G-E radio link.

Images for PPC-10G-E product identification purposes:

The object of the declaration described above is in conformance with the provisions of Directives:


The following harmonized standards and technical specifications have been applied:

SPECTRUM  ETSI EN 302 217-2 V3.1.1
EMC  ETSI EN 301 489-1 V2.1.1, ETSI EN301 489-4 V3.1.1
EN60950-22:2006
EN62311:2008

Additional information:
None

Michael Vaitman,
Director
April 6, 2020
Delta Plaza Arikeskus, 10 korrus, Pärnu mnt.141, Tallinn, 11314, Estonia

Declaration of Conformity (DoC) is based on Test Report, fulfilled by Washington Laboratories, Ltd approved by ANAB under Testing Certificate AT-1448 as an independent test laboratory.